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ABSTRACT
This paper reviews the literature on smoking cessation interventions, with a focus on the last 20 years (1991 to 2010). These two decades witnessed major development in a wide range of cessation interventions, from pharmacotherapy to tobacco price increases. It was expected that these interventions would work conjointly to increase the cessation rate on the population level. This paper examines population data from the USA, from 1991 to 2010, using the National Health Interview Surveys. Results indicate there is no consistent trend of increase in the population cessation rate over the last two decades. Various explanations are presented for this lack of improvement, and the key concept of impact will be critically examined. Finally, it suggests that the lack of improvement, and the key concept of impact is needed is to get more smokers to use the effectiveness of a treatment tested in a clinical trial will translate directly into a population effect; all things being equal, the population impact of an intervention is the product of its effectiveness and reach (impact = effectiveness × reach). Historically, the cessation field has focused on developing effective interventions. It implicitly assumes that smokers will take advantage of a new treatment once it is developed and proven effective, and that the effectiveness of a treatment tested in a clinical trial will translate directly to a population effect; all that is needed is to get more smokers to use the intervention.

This focus on developing effective treatments has produced impressive results. The last two decades have seen significant progress in this area. However, a corresponding increase in the population cessation rate has not been reported. This apparent lack of correspondence naturally raises questions. This paper addresses a few of them.

We focus on the last two decades (1991–2000 and 2001–2010), because this is when many new interventions with potential population effects were implemented. We review the interventions that could be considered for population impact, then follow with an analysis of the data on population cessation rate using a national health survey in the USA. Finally, we examine various explanations for why the progress on population cessation is less than expected, and discuss the significant conceptual issues that the field has yet to address.

POPULATION CESSATION: INTERVENTIONS CONSIDERED
A 2000 Tobacco Control monograph considered a list of cessation interventions for their potential population effects. Table 1 updates the list and groups the interventions into two categories: those designed primarily as cessation interventions, such as pharmacotherapy, and those that have cessation as a secondary aim. For example, secondhand smoke policies were designed to protect non-smokers from exposure to cigarette smoke, and were later discovered to have an effect on cessation. Media campaigns belong to both: some focus on cessation while others convey a general anti-smoking message.

Within category I, the interventions are arranged according to the assumed specificity of their mechanisms. Pharmacotherapy tops the list because each medication is thought to have a specific pharmacological mechanism, and their differential effects are attributable to their respective mechanisms. Moving down the list, treatment intensity lessens, and so does the mechanistic claim. Behavioural interventions tend to be multi-component, making it harder to isolate specific mechanisms of particular elements. Tests of new behavioural interventions, however, generally employ the same rigorous methodology as that of new medications, namely randomised controlled trials.

Moving down the list in category I, the interventions focus more on reaching a representative sample of smokers and a greater proportion of them, and less on achieving a strong effect per smoker. The assumption is that the small effect will accumulate if the interventions are delivered continually.

Interventions in category II generally have greater reach than those in category I and may thus have more of a claim to population effects, though they are not designed primarily as cessation
interventions. Studies reporting effects for these interventions, however, tend to rely on historical analysis rather than randomised controlled trials.

Interventions in table 1 have either been disseminated to a sizeable proportion of the smoking population or they have the potential to be. The review considers both their effectiveness and their reach.

### Pharmacotherapy

Pharmacotherapies such as nicotine patches are recommended as first-line quit-smoking aids in clinical practice guidelines.9 Before 1992, nicotine gum was the main cessation medication. Patches came on the market in late 1991, creating much excitement.10 In 1996, gum and patches were approved as over-the-counter drugs, significantly increasing their use by smokers.11 Later, other forms of nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) were developed. The antidepressant bupropion was proven an effective cessation aid. Varenicline, a nicotinic receptor partial agonist, became a popular prescription medication in 2006. Meta-analyses have found averaged ORs of 1.58 for NRTs,12 1.69 for bupropion,13 and 2.31 for varenicline.14

Three main factors have influenced medication use: healthcare provider interest, cost and marketing efforts. Healthcare providers have been urged to do more to help smokers quit,4 15–18 policies to cover medication costs have expanded,19 20 and pharmaceutical companies’ marketing efforts have been substantial.21

Data from the USA and UK indicate that use of cessation medications has increased substantially since patches became available.22 A 2003 US survey found that among those who made a quit attempt in the previous 12 months, 32% used medications,23 compared to about 6% in 1992.24 In the UK, the rate of medication use among those who made a quit attempt increased from 28% in 1999 to 61% in 2002.20 The dramatic increase was driven by a change in national policy regarding coverage of cessation medications.20

### Quitlines

Quitlines, as an evidence-based treatment, came to be used by large numbers of smokers at about the same time the nicotine patch was introduced.24 In 1992, the first state-wide quitline was established in California using an experimentally validated counselling protocol. By 2004, most high-income countries had quitlines. By 2004, most high-income countries had quitlines. By 2004, most high-income countries had quitlines. By 2004, most high-income countries had quitlines.

Table 1  Primary and secondary cessation interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category I: primary</th>
<th>Category II: secondary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacotherapy</td>
<td>Policy for secondhand smoking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quitlines</td>
<td>Tobacco price increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology-based interventions</td>
<td>Healthcare providers/system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare providers/system</td>
<td>Employer-based programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media (cessation focused)</td>
<td>Media (general anti-smoking)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most quitlines are components of larger tobacco control programmes rather than standalone clinical services.24 Thus, quitlines have grown more with the development of the tobacco control movement and less with changes in the addiction counselling field.31 For example, quitlines may be promoted when a state announces a new secondhand smoke policy or tax increase.27 32 Quitlines often feature in anti-smoking media campaigns.33 More recently, they feature in initiatives to motivate healthcare providers to promote cessation.34–36

Probably the most significant recent development for quitlines is the trend to require a quitline number on cigarette packs along with graphic warning labels.37–42 dramatically expanding the reach of the quitting message. In countries that have implemented the programme, quitline call volume has significantly increased.37 58 40–42 More importantly, the quitline number reminds smokers that they should quit. The potential population impact of including quitline numbers on cigarette packs deserves careful study.

### Technology-based interventions

The internet, cell phones and other mobile electronic devices have opened up new possibilities for smokers seeking cessation assistance. For example, 80% of Americans seek health-related information on the internet,39 40 and 9% of all internet users have searched for information on how to quit smoking.34 The reach of technology-based interventions is potentially high.

Evidence for the effectiveness of such interventions, however, is inconsistent.45 This is partly due to methodological challenges: it is difficult to ensure a control group in which participants do not use other cessation websites. Efforts to show difference in cessation outcomes for websites with different designs have not been successful.46 Some studies have reported positive results in which tailored materials are proactively delivered from the intervention site.47 48

Texting is another intervention that can be delivered proactively. Some studies have reported positive results.49 50 Others have used multiple components (email, web pages, text messages, calls) and found a positive effect.51 52 More research is anticipated, especially related to smart phone applications and social networking. The potential for population impact seems enhanced by the fact that these new modes of communication will soon be ubiquitous.53

### Healthcare providers and systems

Doctors can play a key role in helping smokers quit. Assistance can include brief advice, prescribing medications and behavioural counselling. Brief doctor advice can increase quit rates among patients who smoke,4 54 and with follow-up the effect can be greater.4 55 This effect is not limited to doctors but includes other healthcare professionals.56–58

In the USA, the rate of smokers who report receiving advice to quit smoking increased significantly from about 27% in 1974 to 50% in 1987.16 Since then the rate has risen more slowly and remains under 60%.59 60

Many efforts have been made to increase doctor engagement in cessation. Recently, a model was developed with the aim of lightening the burden on doctors’ time by having them refer their patients to quitlines. In some cases patient information is faxed directly to the quitline for follow-up.18 Several studies have demonstrated that linking doctor advice with quitline referral increases quit rates.34–36

A more comprehensive approach is to encourage entire healthcare systems to promote cessation, for example by expanding health benefits to cover medications and...
counselling. New efforts capitalise on the movement to increase use of electronic medical records by adding a smoking module to the electronic medical records. This can help providers ask their patients’ smoking status more routinely, which can increase quitting among the patient population.

Employer-based cessation programmes

Modern worksite health promotion goes beyond concerns for worksite safety and encourages healthy lifestyles. Employer-sponsored programmes can potentially reach a large proportion of the work force.

Successful employer-based cessation programmes generally take two approaches, linking them to policies such as workplace smoking bans, and offering incentives to quit such as free NRT. Learning from earlier studies on incentives, some employers combine monetary incentives with counselling.

The proportion of employers who have adopted such comprehensive cessation programmes is not well documented.

Media campaigns

Paid advertisements and earned media both have the potential to reach a large segment of the population, and both can influence tobacco cessation.

Early work on community-wide interventions was the first to systematically use cessation-focused media campaigns. Starting in the 1990s, media campaigns were major components of successful state-wide tobacco control programmes in California and Massachusetts. These campaigns have included cessation-focused and general anti-smoking messages. They are considered effective in motivating smokers to quit and in changing social norms on smoking.

Later studies on paid media included more content analysis. Emotional or personal adverts were found to be more effective than humorous adverts in encouraging quitting. Messages on the dangers of secondhand smoke to non-smokers can motivate smokers to quit just as much as those on the risks to smokers themselves.

Earned media can be just as influential. News coverage conveys a presumed importance of the issue being discussed while framing the public perception of it. The most notable example is the extended discussion preceding the Master Settlement Agreement in the 1990s. Another is the earned media related to various Quit-and-Win campaigns. Rigorous evaluation is difficult, but earned media attention clearly contributed to Quit-and-Win’s success in increasing quit attempts.

Secondhand smoke policy

Secondhand smoke policies are instituted to protect non-smokers. Research has found that they also increase quitting among smokers.

Smoke-free policies have increased significantly in the last 20 years. As workplaces implement such policies, people adopt similar policies at home and effects of smoke-free homes on cessation are even more consistent than those of worksites. This is partly because these data are correlational. Worksite policies are imposed, while home bans may reflect smokers’ own motivation to quit. Smoke-free homes should be promoted to help smokers quit, especially in countries where cessation services are limited.

Tobacco price increases

Increased cigarette prices, usually due to tax increases, can decrease smoking prevalence. Higher prices deter non-smokers from starting to smoke and lead current smokers to reduce consumption or quit completely.

In the USA, cigarette prices have increased over the last two decades, though the real price (adjusted for the changing value of dollars) actually decreased between 2002 and 2006 before rising again. States increased taxes at different times, providing an opportunity to test the effects of price on smokers’ behaviour. A consistent finding is that rising prices lead to reduced consumption.

The effect may be greater among low-income smokers.

Surveys have assessed what smokers do when prices increase. Many report price-avoidance strategies such as purchasing cheaper brands. Others report quitting. Some studies have found that more smokers attempt to quit in response to tax increases than to workplace smoking bans. Others have found increases in quitting activity when prices increase, such as calling quitlines.

Secondhand smoke policies and price increases can work synergistically to encourage cessation, although the unique contribution of each is difficult to determine.

Summary of interventions considered

The last two decades witnessed not just the development of various effective cessation interventions, but also major efforts to increase their reach. For example, successes in pharmacotherapy research have been accompanied by clinical guidelines urging use of the new treatments and direct-to-consumer marketing. In the USA and elsewhere, secondhand smoke policies and cigarette prices have both increased. An expected outcome of these developments is that they would jointly increase the cessation rate at the population level.

POPULATION CESSATION RATE IN THE USA IN THE LAST TWO DECADES

In the USA, the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) has assessed smoking cessation annually since 1991 (except 1996). A detailed survey methodology can be found on the NHIS website.

Figure 1 presents NHIS data from 1991 to 2010, weighted to reflect the population in each survey year. It shows the annual cessation rate, defined as the percentage of smokers who quit smoking for at least 3 months in the past year. The 1995 NHIS did not assess the length of quitting, so is not included. The 1992 data were adjusted to account for missing data due to a skip pattern error in survey implementation.

The top panel presents the annual cessation rate for all smokers and the bottom panel for white non-Hispanic smokers. Focusing on a single large ethnic group helps to avoid potential confounding due to the changing ethnic composition in the USA. Quit rates for all smokers and white smokers, however, were very close for every year. They are plotted separately for ease of visual inspection.

Cessation rates vary from year to year, but there is no significant upward trend for the whole period. Attempts to fit a linear trend for these two panels of data (weighted by the sample size for each survey year) found the slopes are slightly negative but not statistically significantly different from zero (r = −0.02, p=0.94, all smokers, and r=−0.17, p=0.50 for white smokers).

A single linear model for the whole period, however, has a poor fit (R²=0.005, p=0.78 for the linear model for all smokers, and R²=0.03, p=0.49 for white smokers), suggesting that using a single linear model for the whole period is inappropriate. One could use the year 2000 as a break point to fit various higher
On average, the annual cessation rate (defined as quitting for at least 3 months) for all US smokers over the whole period is 4.4%. From 1991 to 2000, the mean quit rate is 4.7% and from 2001 to 2010 the mean is 4.2%. The two rates are not statistically different.

**EXPLANATIONS FOR THE LACK OF IMPROVEMENT**

The data in figure 1 call for rethinking population cessation. Although the data are from one country, they present challenges for the cessation field in general. The field has focused on developing and promoting effective treatments, assuming that most smokers will take advantage of them and that as more smokers use them the population cessation rate will rise.

**A problem of reach?**

An immediate response to the data shown in figure 1 is to attribute the lack of improvement in population cessation rates to an insufficient number of smokers using treatment. A rate of treatment use that would be considered sufficient has not been articulated. However, it has long been said that use is too low. From a rational perspective, smokers who want to quit should use treatment because it increases their chance of success. That many do not is considered a problem. Thus, there has been much emphasis on increasing consumer demand for cessation treatments.

But it is not clear that the use rate is too low in all cases. Use of pharmacotherapy has increased significantly in the USA over the last two decades. Figure 2 shows the data from four NHIS surveys (1992, 2000, 2005 and 2010) in which smokers’ use of cessation medications was assessed. Use (as shown in the first cluster of columns) increased significantly from 1992 to 2010. By 2000, 22.1% of people making quit attempts used medications (25.8% for white smokers). This further increased to 31.2% by 2010 (36.4% for white smokers). However, there is no corresponding incremental increase in the 3-month quit rate (as in the second cluster). The quit rate varies also, but it corresponds more to changes in the quit attempt rate (as in the third cluster) than to changes in the use of cessation medications.

Usage data from the UK are even more instructive. In the UK, medication use has changed more dramatically and in a shorter period. From 1999 to 2001, the proportion of quit attempts that were associated with use of cessation medications jumped from 28% to 61% (due to a change in national health policy to cover medications). A corresponding change was projected but not found in the population cessation rate for that period.

Some have argued that the lack of improvement in the population cessation rate means that the treatment approach is not the main route to increasing population cessation and that this approach may even need to be abandoned. This argument has merit. However, the unchanging quit rate is not necessarily proof that treatment has been useless. The same argument could be made against other approaches such as tax increases and secondhand smoke campaigns. In the USA, there have been significant increases in cigarette prices and in smoke-free policies over the last 20 years. The price and policy changes are even more pronounced in the latter half than in the first half of the period examined in this study. Yet there is no consistent upward trend in cessation for the two decades, and the average cessation rate for the latter was slightly lower than that for the first half, 4.2% versus 4.7%.

It appears, therefore, that improving the population cessation rate is not simply a matter of increasing the reach of interventions (whether treatments or policies) previously shown to be effective. Increasing reach may be necessary but not sufficient.
having no effect on those who continue to smoke after the tax increase. In this sense, the tax may lose effectiveness over time.

The most serious problem is as follows: all interventions reviewed in the earlier section have been reported as having identifiable, unique effects on cessation. Even if their real-world effects were only half those reported in the original studies, the combined effect of all interventions should be detectable on the population level because their combined reach is not negligible and has increased over the last two decades. This argument assumes that interventions do not cancel out each other’s effects when applied together in the real world. This is a reasonable assumption, although no study has tested it. Regardless, the fact that the combined effect cannot be predicted or detected on the population level (as shown in figure 1) raises the challenge to the field to a different level. It is more than an issue of the relative effectiveness of individual interventions. Even if one intervention has indeed lost its effect in real-world application, we still have the problem of interventions as a whole not producing a predictable effect. Apparently some factor is counteracting the expected population effects of these interventions, or the true effects of interventions are much smaller than reported.

A problem of effectiveness?

Another interpretation of these data is that the interventions are not really effective. If true, it would render the increased reach irrelevant. Since most of the interventions (especially pharmacotherapy) were proven effective with rigorous experimental designs, one may suspect that they lost effectiveness when translated into real-world applications. There are many reasons why treatments tested in controlled settings might lose their effectiveness in real-world implementation. But such a position is vigorously contested as unreasonable in the case of cessation medications. Studies have reported that NRT continued to outperform placebos when it went over-the-counter. Thus, for smokers who use medications, the medications helped. The question is why a significant increase in pharmacotherapy use was not associated with an increase in population cessation, as was projected.

Moreover, the loss-of-effectiveness argument does not apply to some interventions. Effects of taxes on cessation are studied in the context of implementation; there is no additional step of translation. It is possible that tax increases have different effects on smoking cessation and smoking uptake. Tax increases may have an initial effect by encouraging some smokers to quit, while tax increases also do not imply that cessation rates from 1991 to 2010 have been constant. If the target is indeed hardening, the fact that there is no general decline in the population cessation rate could be evidence that the interventions have had a positive effect.

This is an interesting and plausible hypothesis, but it is difficult to test. No study has quantified the effect size of the proposed hardening process or measured the slope of the decreasing base rate. The data pattern in figure 1 does not readily suggest a constant rate of hardening, if there is such a process, and the hypothesis is difficult to test if the rate of hardening is not constant.

Caveats

A few caveats are in order before further discussion. This paper is concerned with the smoking cessation rate, not smoking prevalence. The cessation rate is that proportion of smokers who quit, while smoking prevalence is the proportion of the entire population who smoke. An intervention could have an effect on prevalence, but not on cessation. Thus, there is no inherent contradiction in the smoking prevalence in the USA having declined over the last 20 years while the cessation rate remained unchanged. Neither is there a contradiction in the finding that the quit ratio increased during this period because the quit ratio refers to the accumulated quit rate among ever-smokers while figure 1 presents the annual cessation rate of current smokers.

Also, figure 1 shows that the cessation rate has not increased in the USA from 1991 to 2010. This does not imply that the cessation rate in the USA has never changed. The US cessation rate was certainly higher in the 1990s than in the 1950s. It also does not imply that cessation rates from 1991 to 2010 have not changed in other countries, especially those in earlier stages of the tobacco epidemic. Our question is why the cessation...
rate has not improved in the USA in the last 20 years, a period when many effective interventions were developed and implemented with significant reach.

A re-evaluation of impact = effectiveness × reach
The equation impact = effectiveness × reach is a logical description of what needs to happen for an intervention to have population impact. It says nothing about what might happen when an intervention proven effective in a research trial is implemented in a real-world setting. Many smokers may be uninterested in the intervention, and aggressive promotion may be needed to ensure use, which means the intervention may be delivered to people different from those who participated in the original study. Of all potential differences relevant for behaviour change, the most significant is probably the motivation of participants, including whether they believe in the intervention. Research trials generally enrol those who are interested in the new intervention being tested. Such interest may not exist for those who usually do not seek help when attempting to change a health behaviour, or may be significantly less for potential participants when the intervention is no longer new. In other words, the effectiveness of an intervention may vary with its reach.

A more important issue is the possibility of unintended consequences in promoting interventions. For example, an overemphasis on the power of medications to help smokers quit may lead them to think they cannot quit without the medications, lowering self-efficacy and reducing the base rate of quitting. Such a reduction is not normally detected by clinical trials, which are usually designed to compare a treatment medication against its placebo, not one promotional message against another. Any reduction in base rate due to promotion would occur in treatment and placebo conditions, making the relative difference in outcomes unchanged (or even making it larger). In this scenario, medications would continue to be shown to be effective for those who use them, while an increase in the rate of use may not lead to an increase in cessation on the population level.

Unintended consequences could occur with other interventions. For example, when a cigarette tax is increased, some smokers respond by quitting and others by reducing consumption. Those who respond by reducing consumption may feel that they have taken a positive step and have less desire to quit. If the remaining smokers are satisfied with their progress enough to stop trying to quit completely, the cessation rate may actually decrease a few years after the tax increase.

If any of these unintended consequences occur, then the logically correct equation, impact = effectiveness × reach, is no longer a sure guide for population cessation because the effort to increase reach may negatively affect the total impact of the intervention in a way that is not easily detected. Outreach may not change the relative effectiveness of the intervention, but it can affect the base rate of quitting. If the effect on the base rate is negative, then it can result in a situation in which reach is increased with no corresponding increase in the population cessation rate. To date, few have examined empirically whether unintended consequences occur, a remarkable gap in the cessation literature.

The lack of clear progress in population cessation over the last two decades suggests that the field needs to design studies that will more specifically assess the effects of interventions on the population level rather than relying on logical arguments and extrapolating from clinical studies. The following section proposes one useful starting point.

The importance of quit attempts
It has been suggested that the quit attempt rate is a good indicator of population cessation, better than measures such as the usage rate of cessation aids. At the most basic level, the quit attempt rate is the best indicator of motivation to quit in a given population. There are several applications of this idea to the current discussion.

Figure 3 shows the rate of quit attempts, defined as quitting for at least 24 h, among US smokers from 1991 to 2010. The quit attempt rate varies over time but predicts the annual cessation rate shown in figure 1 (r=0.59, p<0.01 for all smokers, r=0.49, p<0.05 for white smokers). Most importantly, figure 3 shows that the quit attempt rate has remained close to but below 50% in most cases. All the interventions implemented in the last...
20 years have yet to move the attempt rate higher than 50%. In that light it is less surprising that the annual cessation rate has not risen during this period.

The quit attempt rate could also be an indicator of unintended consequences when an intervention is promoted among smokers. An example is the UK policy change encouraging smokers to use cessation aids. The policy change did not result in an increase in the population cessation rate, even though medication usage significantly increased. This may be due in part to the fact that the quit attempt rate did not increase. In one case, the policy change was associated with a significant decrease in the quit attempt rate, suggesting a possible negative impact on the base rate for quitting. The same concept can be applied to measuring the promotion of other interventions, such as those that induce smokers to reduce consumption. If the quit attempt rate decreases while consumption declines, there is a good chance that there will be unintended effects on cessation.

Finally, it might seem obvious that smokers must first try to quit before they can succeed, making the importance of quit attempts self-evident. However, the field of cessation has focused so much on developing interventions to improve smokers’ odds of success when they attempt to quit that it has largely neglected to investigate how to get more smokers to try to quit and to try more frequently. Future research should test whether increasing the rate of quit attempts is key to improving cessation on the population level.
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